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3Displays & System Solutions

Display expertise since 1992

Your DSS team in Idstein

DSS stands for "Displays & System Solutions". We provide solutions in the fi elds of displays, 
embedded computers, Computer-on-Module, printers and touch sensors. We have been involved 
in display technologies and controllers since 1992. Which manufacturer meets your needs and 
requirements? Helping you to fi nd the answer is our strength – more about this on page 9.

To us, products aren't just article numbers with data sheets. We aspire to be able to know and 
explain our products. For this reason, a large proportion of our staff is technically trained. You can 
count on our competent support during the design-in phase as well as in volume production.

DSS is part of a company-wide network of experts. Product sectors such as micro-controllers,
wireless and storage media round off out product portfolio. GLYN was founded in 1980. Currently 
having 20 offi ces in 13 countries and over 200 employees, GLYN is your capable project partner.
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Our manufacturers

Embedded PCs
Founded in 1992, AAEON, with its 750 employees, is in 2nd place 
in the world market ranking for industrial PCs. In 2011, AAEON 
became part of the ASUS group. Boxer PCs, panel PCs and rugged 
tablets form part of its portfolio. 

LCD & Baseboard
Under the ACLAVIS® brand we offer customer-oriented solutions 
which we develop independently of any manufacturer. Ingenious 
ideas packed into components, industry-compatible and available in 
both small and large quantities.

TFT & monochrome displays, PCAP touch
EDT was founded in 1994 and has specialised in the industrial 
market. Solid quality at competitive prices are the main focus. 

Computer on Module & baseboard development
Ka-Ro is a company based in Germany and was founded in 1988. 
As a developer and manufacturer of Computers on Modules, Ka-Ro 
is specialised in low-power products, baseboard development and 
software (Linux, Windows).

TFT displays & PCAP touch 
NLT (formerly NEC) has had a permanent place in the industrial 
market for 21 years. Absolute best quality with long term availability 
is the trademark.

TFT displays & PCAP touch 
Founded in 1989, SGD is part of the leading semiconductor 
manufacturer, Solomon. They are focused on the combination of 
three strengths: low MOQ, cost optimisation and customer-specifi c 
solutions.

Thermal printers
Seiko Instruments has been a specialist in thermal printers 
for more than 25 years. Japanese quality and reliability stand 
for sophisticated technology. Quiet printing at high speed.

TFT displays & PCAP touch 
TIANMA, with its more than 30 years of experience, is ranked 
among the largest automotive suppliers in the world. This quality and 
cost optimisation are now refl ected also in its industrial products.

Passive matrix OLED displays 
VISIONOX is the largest manufacturer of passive matrix OLED 
displays in the world. Its strengths lie in small displays for compact 
and portable applications.
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TFT technologies
Displays measuring from 3.5" to 7.0" across the diagonals are 
among the most popular products on the market. Thanks to 
the sophisticated TN technology, you get solid performance 
at an attractive price. Additionally, there are interesting, well-
equipped products in the <3.5" and >10" sizes.

This is the slogan: Excellent readability from any angle. These 
technologies enable special mounting positions (e.g., upright). 
Also, several people can get the best view of the screen at the 
same time. These displays inspire with brilliant colours.

The industry standard for our products is specifi ed from -20 
to 70 °C. For special requirements there are displays that are 
specifi ed from -30 to 85 °C. The storage temperature can be 
even higher.

The brightness must be considered in the context of the LED 
working life and operating temperature. Values of well over 
1000 cd/m² are possible. Furthermore, specialised displays 
can achieve an LED half-life of up to 100,000 hours. Just ask 
us! We know our stuff.

On the subject of design, the aim is to fi nd the right compro-
mise of product quality and investment. Housing and PCB 
designs have an infl uence on assembly, stability, EMC, weight, 
height and required accessories.

Diagonals

IPS, SFT, MVA

-30 to 85 °C

LED backlight

Design
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Latest technology for modern applications

The modern design of OLED displays is eminently suited to compact or portable applications. 
Thanks to the technology, it can be operated using a low supply voltage and low current con-
sumption.

High contrast ratios, radiant colours and a fast response time provide the user with the optical 
characteristics that are expected of electronic equipment nowadays.

Article number Diagonal Resolution Dimensions Colours

M0090x 2.4 cm [0.95"] 96 × 64 24.80 × 22.42 × 1.05 mm white, blue, RGB

M0079x 2.8 cm [1.12"] 96 × 96 27.00 × 30.10 × 1.05 mm yellow, white, 
amber, RGB

M0009x 3.7 cm [1.46"] 128 × 128 33.50 × 33.50 × 1.40 mm white, blue, 
amber, RGB  

M0059x 3.9 cm [1.54"] 128 × 64 42.04 × 27.22 × 1.25 mm white, yellow, amber, 
green, blue, red

M0102x 5.23 cm [2.06"] 16 × 2 62.5 × 20.6 × 1.4 mm white, amber, 
yellow, green

M0048x 6.1 cm [2.4"] 128 × 64 60.50 × 37.00 × 1.80 mm yellow, white, 
amber, green, blue

M0001x 6.9 cm [2.7"] 128 × 64 73.00 × 41.86 × 1.80 mm yellow, white, 
amber, green

A detailed overview of all the products is available at www.glyn.com/displays 

Wide viewing angle

Less than 2 mm thick

Low current consumption
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The TFT family concept...

…means four things:

 ► Pin compatibility from 3.5" to 7.0"
 ► Only one voltage
 ► Only one connector
 ► No minimum order quantity

A success story since 2009
The wishes of European industrial customers are clear: compatibility, cost optimisation and avail-
ability. We have implemented this as our "TFT family". In the meantime it has become one of the 
most successful product lines on the display market. Over 100,000 modules are used annually 
by our customers – and the trend is upward.

The experience gathered with these display products is invaluable. Take advantage of them.

Other benefi ts

 ►  Cost-effective adaptation using FFC 
connectors

 ►  Special variants for special requirements 
 ► 3.3 V single supply
 ► Convenient backlight dimming
 ► Resistive and capacitive touch panel
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From 1.4 inch to 24 inch
In this overview brochure we would like to give you a closer look at the interesting topics. Conse-
quently we have dispensed with "dry" tables with lots of article numbers.

Just take a look at our homepage www.glyn.com in the menu under PRODUCTS > DISPLAYS > 
ACTIVE DISPLAYS (TFT). There you will fi nd our constantly updated TFT Selector, which will enable 
you to make a convenient product selection.
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The right strategy for your project
Which manufacturer and which product are suited to my application? The right decision is of great 
importance. Ultimately, it involves topics such as long-term availability, price level, product quality 
and support.

With which project will I be best off with whom? Here is an initial overview. We would be happy to 
discuss this in greater detail with you.

EMERGING DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES
 ► Medium to high MOQs
 ► Quality: Industry standard
 ► 2.4" to 10.1" plus special models
 ►  Long-term availability: Ø 5-7 years 

plus special agreements
 ►  Customer-specifi c PCAPs and 

display adaptations possible
 ►  Prices: cost-optimised to

favourable

SOLOMON GOLDENTEK
 ► Low to medium MOQs
 ► Quality: Industry standard
 ► 3.5" to 12.1"
 ► Long-term availability: Ø 3-5 years
 ►  Customer-specifi c PCAPs and 

display adaptations possible
 ►  Prices: cost-optimised to favourable

NLT TECHNOLOGIES
 ► Very low MOQs
 ► Quality: highest level
 ► 5.7" to 21.3" 
 ► Long-term availability: Ø 5-10 

years
 ► Customer-specifi c PCAPs possible
 ► Prices: cost-intensive

TIANMA MICRO-ELECTRONICS
 ► Medium MOQs
 ► Quality: Industry standard
 ► 1.4" to 15"
 ► Long-term availability: Ø 3-5 years
 ►  Customer-specifi c PCAPs and 

display adaptations possible
 ► Prices: cost-optimised to very favourable
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Here is the evidence
NLT
In this discipline, the "wheat" is separated from the "chaff". The following graphic demonstrates 
very well what NLT uses its major investments for. From the initial selection of the components 
through to delivery, the focus is on long term availability. Furthermore, in most cases, NLT has 
achieved a transitional phase extending over several years. This phase enables developers 
extensively to test the "Form-Fit-Function" of replacements.

EDT
With cost-optimised displays, some raw 
components lie outside the manufacturer's
sphere of infl uence. For this reason, the manu-
facturer EDT offers a very special option. In 
addition to a "Last-Time-Buy", you are given 
the opportunity of securing your requirements 
for a further 1-3 years. 

EDT and GLYN will stockpile the discontinued
component (e.g., LED, LCD panel, driver IC), 
in order to ensure uninterrupted production 
over the agreed period. You will receive a 
logistics agreement tailored to your needs.
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Your application is at the focal point
Do you need more than one individual component? Assembling a system can be very time-
consuming. We will not leave you to carry out this task alone. We can check the various products 
in our portfolio for compatibility. The experts at GLYN in their respective specialist fi elds are in 
close contact with one another to answer any technical questions that may arise.

Use our know-how and gain more time for your application. 
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ACLAVIS® - Expertise in Glass

Display, touch and glass merge into a single topic these days. In order to enable our customers 
to make a successful entry into this world, we have brought the ACLAVIS® product line to the 
market.

These are robust touch displays with an integrated decor panel which due to their neutral optics 
are suitable for many applications. Additionally they provide an ideal springboard for a customer-
specifi c design.

The products offer:
 ► 5.0" and 7.0" with 800 × 480 pixels
 ► Projective-capacitive touch 
 ► 5-fi nger multi-touch via I²C
 ► Simple setting of the touch sensitivity parameters
 ► 2 mm chemically strengthened glass (up to 5 times higher bending and fracture strength)
 ► Ground edges with 45° chamfer
 ► High quality anti-glare surface (comfortable feel, dirt-resistant)
 ► Refl ections are diffusely distributed due to the anti-glare (fewer distracting refl ections)
 ► Optical bonding between the decor panel and the touch sensor
 ► Black or white printed frame (other colours possible)

Optical bonding
Thanks to the full-surface bonding between the decor panel and the touch sensor, neither mois-
ture nor foreign objects can penetrate. Furthermore the entire product is made more robust. 
In the event of the glass breaking, most of the slivers will be held together by the adhesive. 
Optical bonding also increases the display contrast and makes the touch sensor insensitive to 
interference.

ACLAVIS® LCD
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Glass design
In recent years, at GLYN we have been extensively engaged in the topic of "Glass". As a touch 
display supplier we know the various glass manufacturers and glass processors, as well as their 
unique services and products.

The benefi ts for you: You can rely on our years of experience in many aspects on the subject of 
glass. Just ask us!

 ► Selection of the right glass material
 ► Thermal or chemical strengthening
 ► Shock resistance (IK classifi cations)
 ► Edge working
 ► Holes and recesses (grinding)
 ► Dimensional tolerances
 ► Printing
 ► Anti-refl ection coating
 ► Anti-fi ngerprint coating
 ►  Prevention of optical interference with 

the display
 ►  Quality criteria (goods inwards and 

outgoing tests)

A strong partnership
Since 1992 aki electronic have been produc-
ing input devices for the control and automation 
technology sector, as well as for laboratory and 
medical equipment. aki and GLYN have com-
bined their strengths and can offer you even bet-
ter products and services.

Design and assembly
 ► Optical bonding and glass processing
 ► Front panel in aluminium or stainless steel
 ► Retaining plates, seals and housings
 ► Assembly

 ► Printing of front membranes and 
decor panels

 ► Mechanical fabrication of the baseplate
 ► Constructive solutions
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PCAP Touch Panels

Our services on the subject of PCAP touch
PCAP touch panels are considerably more complex than analogue-resistive touch panels. For this 
reason we will support you on a variety of topics.

 ► Optical bonding
 ► Decor glass panels
 ► Driver software
 ► Evaluation demos
 ► Application notes
 ► Setting the touch panel parameters
 ► Practical guideline for design-in
 ► 3D drawings

We will fi nd the right solution for your application
As is so often the case, there are also various approaches for PCAP solutions. This makes sense, 
since every application brings with it its own requirements and its own budget. Let us fi nd the right 
solution for you together.
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Standard PCAP products
With many projects, the development time and the budget are tight. Consequently, a customer-
specifi c PCAP solution cannot always be implemented. For this reason we offer standard pro-
ducts from experienced manufacturers.

EDT, SGD and TIANMA are manufacturers
who have specialised in this. Displays in 
sizes 3.5" to 7.0" are factory-equipped with a 
pre-assembled PCAP Touch. Some products 
are available with an integrated decor panel 
(printed border).

The manufacturer NLT has specialised in diagonal dimensions 6.5" to 15.3". The touch sensors 
are fi tted with high quality Atmel® controllers. This means robustness to interference and also 
reliable operation despite the thicker front panel. The latest developments even allow operation 
despite exposure to water or when wearing gloves.

Customer-specifi c PCAP products
In order to adapt the touch display 100 % to the design of your application, we offer semi and fully 
customer-specifi c PCAPs. In that way a range of features can be altered:

 ► Dimensions of the decor glass panel
 ► Design and shape
 ► Colours
 ► Surface treatment
 ► Optical bonding (full-surface bonding of the components)
 ► Touch controller and fi rmware
 ► Cables and connectors

Picture: High Performance Touch Controller
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Computer on Module (CoM)

We will take care of the core, you take care of the periphery

A complete computer that is smaller than a credit card.

You can concentrate fully on your application. You get the computing power from us. 
This means that you can save valuable development time. You will be relieved of the following 
tasks:

 ► Research and component selection
 ► Board design, including the familiarisation phase
 ► Construction and tests
 ► Product care

As part of our support you will receive sample layouts and software components and a powerful 
development environment.

Model TX28/TX28S TX6UL TX6S TX6U TX6Q

CPU i.MX 287 MCIMX6G2
Cortex-A7

i.MX6S7
Cortex A9

i.MX6U7
Dual Cortex 

A9

i.MX6Q5
Quad Cortex 

A9

Clock 454 MHz 528 MHz 800 MHz 2 × 800 MHz 4 × 1GHz

Main memory 128 MB / 64 
MB 256 MB 256 MB / 

512 MB 1 GB 1 GB

Flash 128 MB 128 MB /
4 GB eMMC

128 MB /
4 GB eMMC

128 MB /
4 GB eMMC

128 MB /
8 GB eMMC

Display 800 × 480 1366 × 768 1920 × 1200 1920 × 1200 2048 × 1536

Temperature -40 to 85 °C / 
0 to 70 °C -40 to 85 °C* -40 to 85 °C* -40 to 85 °C* -20 to 70 °C

Special 
feature Dual Ethernet  

PCIe v2.0
optional

Dual LVDS

PCIe v2.0
optional 

Dual LVDS

PCIe v2.0
optional 

Dual LVDS

Available for at least 12 years

Mutually compatible

Low power consumption

The table shows only a selection of the available products.* eMMC version -25 to 85 °C
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GUI starter kit

The quick start to your own application

We want to enable you to make an optimum entry into the Embedded Linux world. Together with 
our Linux partner kernel concepts, we offer a unique starter kit. This is a tool concept called 
"µCross". 

More information available at www.mucross.com.

Baseboard design and volume production with Ka-Ro
One Stop Shopping

As a service, we also offer 
complete development and 
production of the baseboard. 
In this case you will profi t 
from Ka-Ro's solid manufac-
turing knowledge, which will 
be incorporated as early as 
the initial design phase.

We can develop and pro-
duce ready for the market 
more fl exibly, faster and 
more cost-effectively. You 
will receive your prototypes 
from us within a few weeks. 
Convince yourself of our work!

We undertake for you:

 ► The design
 ► The implementation
 ► The prototype construction (PCB design)

 ► The software creation
 ► The documentation
 ► The certifi cation and the volume production

PCB-Design 
approx. 4 weeks

prototypes 
approx. 6-8 weeks 

sample production 
after approval 

approx. 6-8 weeks

 weeks 

PCB-
Design

prototype manufacturing

prototype-testing & 
approval from customer

optimisation-phase / 
sample production 

sample approval / 
test by customer

component-
purchasing pilot run

mass production 
pilot run

Fast GUI design

Optimised kernel

Extensive software tools
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ACLAVIS® - The Baseboard for Industry

Would you like still to have suffi cient computing power in a few years without the need for a costly 
redesign? Join us in the future of single board computers. 

The ACLAVIS® Computer-on-Module (CoM) baseboard is a space-saving mini baseboard which 
has been designed specifi cally for industrial use.

 ► -40 to 85 °C operating temp.
 ► Numerous interfaces (placement optional)
 ►  Component selection in accordance with industry requirements
 ► Space-saving passive cooling possible
 ► Available in the long-term
 ► No minimum order quantity

This is how you remain fl exible
More power with a simple "click". Thanks to the modular CoM system, you can switch between 
the various power classes quite easily. For example, replace a 454 MHz module with a Dual 
Core 800 MHz with a "click". You will save an unbelievable amount of development time. 
With the ACLAVIS® baseboard you will be equipped for future generations of processors. 

Thanks to the standardised 
touch display interface you 
can connect a range of dis-
plays – quite simply and 
without troublesome cable 
adapters.

-40 to 85 °C operating temp.

No minimum order quantity

Numerous interfaces

PIN header 
(Arduino compatible)

GLYN family 
LCD connector

TX module 
DIMM socket

GoldCap 
EECS0HD (optional)

SD card

Power
supply input

Mini USB

USB host

10/100 Mbit/s 
Ethernet

CAN / RS485
RS232 2nd UART
RS232 1st UART

ACLAVIS® Baseboard  
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AAEON - Embedded PCs from the ASUS stable

Founded in 1992, AAEON, with its 750 employees, is in 
2nd place in the world market ranking for industrial PCs. In 
2011, AAEON became part of the ASUS group. This yields 
important benefi ts for our customers: High and fl exible manu-
facturing capacities, greater purchasing volumes and also 
direct access to the latest processors.

AAEON knows the temperature requirements that are placed 
on industrial products. For this reason there are two further 
product classes in addition to the standard products: WITAS 
1 (-20 to 70 °C) and WITAS 2 (-40 to 85 °C)

Exclusive support for Central Europe, Eastern Europe and Nordic
countries. GLYN is the sole "strategic partner" with access 
to the entire product portfolio. The two head offi ces are only 
30 minutes apart by car. Benefi t from technical expertise and 
promptness.

The railway and medical approvals speak for themselves.

 ► 3C
 ► CE/FCC
 ► ISO 9001 ISO 14001
 ► Medical products (ISO 13485)
 ►  Vehicles and railway (e.g., ISO7637, 

EN50155, EN50121, EN45545)

-40 to 85 °C
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Our Embedded PC Portfolio

PC boards

 ► All form factors
 ► From Atom™ to Core™ i
 ► Active and passive cooling
 ► Fully confi gured with CPU, RAM, SSD, mSATA, m.2
 ► Basic confi guration with CPU socket

Boxer PCs
Particularly suitable for harsh ambient conditions: Boxers are 
enclosed systems. They operate without fans, as the heat is dis-
sipated directly via the aluminium housing. Customer-specifi c
adaptations such as housing colour or logo are possible.

Panel PCs 

These devices can be easily integrated into your application, 
thanks to VESA mountings, installation kits and ingenious 
housing design. Diagonal sizes from 7" to 21" in various touch 
technologies and housing materials are available.

Rugged Tablet Computers (RTC) 

The indestructibles! Designed for harsh outdoor use.

Extensive accessories make RTCs the ideal companion 
for everyday occupational use – in lorries or on agricultural, 
forestry or construction machinery. They are also the ideal 
tool for warehouse logistics and vehicle mobile sale units.
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Embedded PC product highlights

Mini ITX boards
The 170 × 170 mm Mini ITX format is one 
of the most produced PC boards worldwide. 
Attractive pricing and numerous interfaces 
mean that it enjoys even greater popularity in 
the industrial market. 

Benefi t from the technological edge: 
The latest generations of processor are 
frequently brought on to the market fi rst in 
Mini ITX format. The CPU is optionally rigidly 
soldered or socket-mounted. 

Mini ITX offers everything that you need!

PICO ITX boards 

PICO – the smallest of our single board com-
puters. An Intel® Atom™ processor is mounted 
on the bottom. The heat is dissipated by alu-
minium heat spreaders. 

The special feature of this product are the 
optional daughter boards which are fi tted
on the top of the PCB. Thus various expan-
sions can be implemented. There are 
ready-made standard solutions as well 
as the possibility of customer-specifi c 
developments.
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Panel PCs – The ACP Series
The ACP series is available in two sizes: 7" and 10". It has an impressive elegant design in an 
aluminium housing. It is therefore suitable for a variety of POI/POS applications. Thanks to PCAP 
Touch, operation "á la tablet" is possible. Display versions without a PC are available as options.

Panel-PC – OMNI
The OMNI series is characterised by its modular design principle. You can choose between 
PCAP or AR Touch. Diagonal sizes from 10" to 21". Fitted on the back there is a box with a 
Mini ITX format PC. The performance class can be selected at will.

The highlight: Desired changes can be implemented quite simply by means of an additional plug-
gable box. This system is so convenient that it allows you to respond quickly to customer wishes 
in your own manufacturing facility.

The benefi ts for you: Low inventory, high fl exibility and customer satisfaction!
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Boxer PC – The "blue" series
The latest generation of Boxer in the blue 
"anodised dress" works without internal
cables! So that broken cables, wobbly plug-
in connectors and oxidised contacts are 
things of the past. For you, this means main-
tenance-free use for many years.

You can choose between processors in the 
Atom™ or Core™ i families. Optionally with 
PCI/PCIe slots. The operating temperature 
range of -20 to 60 °C is especially interesting.

Ask for the blue Box!

Boxer PC – The 64 series 
It doesn't get any more compact! Intel® Atom™ processors and variable interfaces securely packed 
in a slim aluminium housing. CAN bus and wireless solutions are implemented by mini cards. The 
version with additional cooling fi ns can be operated at a working temperature of 75 °C.
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Rugged Tablet Computers (RTC)
Robust tablets from 5.7" to 11.4" – designed 
to meet MIL Standard. Thanks to the 
impact-resistant IP65 housing and the 
Gorilla® front panel, these tablets can with-
stand a lot.

An internal battery provides the supply for 
several hours when the replaceable battery 
is fl at. This enables interruption-free oper-
ation – all day long. Furthermore, the bat-
tery can be replaced during operation. This 
product range offers a number of additional 
options: Android or Windows® 10, LTE, 
High-Bright display, barcode scanner and 
camera. A range of accessories makes this 
tablet an ideal companion.

Extensive accessories
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Our Thermal Printer Portfolio
Our kiosk printers are based on high quality printer mecha-
nisms from the long-established company, SEIKO INSTRU-
MENTS. Stainless steel frames and interface boards make 
them genuine industrial products. Customer-specifi c adapta-
tions are possible. The model shown here features a presenter 
and paper retraction.

The mobile thermal printers are fi tted with high quality Li-Ion 
rechargeable battery packs. They enable an interruption free 
working day. The DPUS series is available in paper widths 
of 58 mm and 112 mm and is optionally fi tted with Bluetooth. 
Special highlight: The IP54 variant (Art. MP-A40). It will survive 
falls from heights up to 2 metres.

There is the right model of printer mechanism for every taste. 
Input voltages, cutter options and paper widths are only some 
of the possible criteria. SEIKO INSTRUMENTS printer mech-
anisms occupy a peak position on the world market. Miniature 
or robust, indoor or outdoor use, we will fi nd the right product 
for your application.

The RP-D and RP-E POS printers are characterised by their 
cube shape. The ease of integration into existing systems 
makes them so popular. Optionally, these models can deliver 
the receipt to the front or upwards. In parallel with this, a LED 
strip signals the process in the preferred colour.
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What contributes to our success?
"To the question of what accounts for our success, one point comes 
immediately to mind: our focusing on selected manufacturers. If I, 
as a Product Manager, really want to get behind our slogan "Support 
is Red", I need close cooperation with my manufacturer – and I 
have it. Good personal contact between distributor and manufacturer 
is tremendously important." 

Markus Mann
Product Manager for TIANMA NLT

"We audit our manufacturers regularly on site. I think that is impor-
tant in order to get a feel for what is happening in the marketplace. 
Personally, I also take part in international trade fairs and symposia in 
order to stay up-to-date at all times. How does that benefi t our cus-
tomers? By using the latest products you can successfully differentiate 
yourself from your market competitors."

Holger Mohrhof
Product Manager for VISIONOX and SOLOMON GOLDENTEK

"As an example of our success, a certain 7.0" display occurs to me 
straight away. Currently we are supplying several tens of thou-
sands of these annually to our customers. The success began when 
customer wishes were implemented. We were able to convince EDT 
to bring out an industrial range based on our specifi cations. We are 
still making exactly that today. The feedback from our customers is 
forwarded directly to Asia and, if at all possible, also implemented. A 
combination like GLYN and EDT is simply essential for the market."

Cipto Subiyakto
Product Manager for Emerging Display Technologies (EDT)

"When PCAP technology emerged some years ago, we threw 
ourselves immediately into the work. We developed software drivers
and demo programmes. Application notes were written. Glass suppli-
ers had to be sought out. That was just the beginning. It meant under-
standing glass processing, screen printing and mechanics. Today we 
can offer training in these topics and actively support customers." 

Manuel Krause
Product Manager LCD
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Thank you for your confi dence
In recent years we have time and again achieved the top position in 
offi cial surveys in the fi elds of delivery service, product portfolio and 
availability. We are particularly pleased about the accolade in relation 
to technical expertise and image.

We shall also continue to be closely occupied with the products, so that 
we can advise you well. Here, we are not just involved with article num-
bers and packaging units, but with the technology behind them.

Example - industry standard for displays

Displays with exotic connectors and foil cables make integration more diffi cult. We standardise 
interfaces and allow the wishes of our customers to have an infl uence on the design.

Example - display PCAP products

We are interested in our customers' applications. For this reason we have carried out extensive 
impact and fracture strength tests; both in-house and in an independent laboratory. 
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for some European countries. 

Nettetal
Tel.: +49 2157 124-222
nettetal@glyn.de

Norderstedt
Tel.: +49 40 3204699-0
norderstedt@glyn.de

Pforzheim
Tel.: +49 7231 42441-00
pforzheim@glyn.de

Unterhaching
Tel.: +49 89 3216 4957-0
unterhaching@glyn.de

Australia
GLYN Ltd.
Tel.: +61 2 8850-0320
www.glyn.com.au
sales@glyn.com.au

Bulgaria
Cooperation Partner
Universal 98 Ltd.
Tel.: +359 2 8708009
www.uni98-bg.com
sales@uni98-bg.com

New Zealand
GLYN Ltd.
Tel.: +64 9 441-9050
www.glyn.co.nz
sales@glyn.co.nz

Sweden
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +46 293 300-84
www.glyn.se
sales@glyn.se

Austria & Czech Republic
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +43 2236 311112-0
www.glyn.at
sales@glyn.at

Denmark
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +45 7020 1633
www.glyn-nordic.dk
sales@glyn-nordic.dk

Norway
Link Nordic AS
Tel.: +47 6988-9899
www.linknordic.com
sales@linknordic.com

Switzerland
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
Zweigniederlassung 
CH-8133 Esslingen / Egg
Tel.: +41 44 944 55-00
www.glyn.ch
sales@glyn.ch

Benelux
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +31 6 10930497
www.glyn.com
benelux@glyn.com

Hungary
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +36 1 204 9571
www.glyn.hu
sales@glyn.hu

Poland
GLYN GmbH & Co. KG 
(Germany)
Tel.: +48 71 7828-758
www.glyn.pl
sales@glyn.pl

U.K.
Cooperation Partner
First Byte Micro Ltd.
U.K. Head Offi ce
Tel.: +44 1277 634200
www.fi rstbytemicro.com
sales@fi rstbytemicro.com


